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Cross the double yellow,
exposed I cannot hide
This road is littered with deceit
Let the truth unwind

I found an emptiness in me
This is not who I want to be
Set free the voices in my mind
Unraveling now I confide

Burning up the lie inside
(I surrender)
I know the sanctuary of truth
outweighs my refuge of deception

But I'm scared to tell you all the things on my mind
Afraid you will run from the things you find
I am not what I said, and now its for sure
Anything worth hiding is not worth living for

Cross the double yellow
My head drops in agony
I see the face of disappointment
and now its pointing right at me

Driving the shadows in my mind
Dig deep and find the paper trail
Tailored lies and goodbyes
All the reasons why

I'm burning up the lie inside
(I surrender)
I know the sanctuary of truth
outweighs my refuge of deception

But I'm scared to tell you the things on my mind
Afraid you will run from the things you find
I am not what I said, and now its for sure
Anything worth hiding is not worth living for

Cross the double yellow
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And theres no turning back now
Cuz once I let the tears drop
I can't stop until they're out
So won't you open up and let them out

I am not what I said, and now its for sure
Anything worth hiding is not worth living for
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